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THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF  TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Minutes of the Regular Meeting 
of the Board of Directors 

 
December 15, 2016 

3:00 P.M. 
at the office of 

Ward VI Council Office - East Conference Room 
3202 East First Street 

Tucson, Arizona  85716 
 
Present: Board Members  Marilyn Robinson 
    Evelia Martinez 
    Gary Bachman 
    Emily Nottingham 
    Judy Clinco (via teleconference) 
    Larry Lucero (arrived at 4:10 p.m.)  
             
  Staff   Charles Lotzar, Lotzar Law Firm, PC  
     Gary Molenda, Business Development Finance Corporation (left at 4:00 p.m.) 

Karen Valdez, Business Development Finance Corporation 
 
  Guests   Camila Bekat, City of Tucson 
     Scott Riffle, George K. Baum & Company     
    
  Absent   Adam Weinstein 
        
The Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of The Industrial Development Authority of the City of Tucson, Arizona 
(the “Authority ”) was held on December 15, 2016, at the Ward VI Council Office, 3202 East First Street, Tucson, 
Arizona  85716.  All Authority’s Board Members and the general public were duly notified of the meeting.  C. Lotzar had 
informed the Authority’s Board of Directors that Arizona’s Open Meeting Laws allow for members of the Authority’s 
Board of Directors and legal counsel to appear and participate in the meeting telephonically so long as all participants in 
the meeting can hear and be heard.   

 
ITEM 

ACTION TAKEN/TO BE  
TAKEN  

1.  Call to Order  
The meeting was called to order by Marilyn Robinson, with a quorum present. 
 

The meeting was called to order 
at 3:05 p.m.  

2. Request for resolution to approve the minutes of the Regular Meeting of 
November 10, 2016.  

A MOTION was made and 
seconded (G. Bachman / E. 
Martinez) to approve the minutes 
of the November 10, 2016 
meeting as presented.  Approved 
5-0. 
 

3. Request for resolution to approve the payment of invoices and the notification of 
items to be paid on the Authority’s behalf by third parties. 
 
K. Valdez reviewed all invoiced and notification of items to be paid.  G. Bachman 
requested adjudication regarding the Tucson P2P Program Statement for Professional 
Services Rendered.  C. Lotzar stated that he is in the process of assembling a breakdown 
of services provided over an 8 month period in order to have a conversation with the 
Pima IDA.  Mr. Lotzar stated that the Authority should be able to be reimbursed, at some 
level, by the Pima IDA.   
 
M. Robinson explained that the Executive Committee reviewed and requested a 

A MOTION  was made and 
seconded (G. Bachman / E. 
Martinez) to approve payment of 
invoices and notification of items 
to be paid as presented.  
Approved 5-0. 
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breakdown of costs in order to see how much time was spent over and above to create and 
negotiate the forms in order to move the Tucson P2P Program forward; this is the portion 
of the cost that should be shared.   
 
C. Lotzar stated that this will take some time to go through 8 months as it is no small 
task. 
 
4. Status report from the Liaison to City of Tucson, Arizona City Manager’s Office 
related to: 

a) The City’s Economic Development Prospect list 
 

• Citi Bank expansion of call center at tech park:   
• 500 jobs at $30,000  
• Capital expenditure of $1,000,000 

 
• Project 6: 

• Mining firm 
• 94 jobs at $120,000  
• Capital expenditure of $12,000,000 

 
• Project Apollo: 

• Financial/banking services 
• 192 jobs at $51,000 
• Capital investment of $10,000,000 

 
• Project Count: 

• Financial Services 
• 144 jobs at $44,000 
• Existing downtown space 
• Capital investment of $1,000,000 

 
• Project Renewal: 

• Statewide search for project 
• 500 jobs at $144,000 
• Capital expense $1,000,000 

 
b) The City’s use of the Tucson Community Development Loan Fund aka the 

HUD Section 108 Loan Program 
 

• AC Marriott only.  Still on schedule.  Hiring to begin May 2017 
 

c) The City’s use of HOME Funds 
 

• No update  
 

d) The City’s use of its 21 Economic Development tools 
 

• Mayor & Council approved a pilot program for Adaptive reuse; which 
contains a lot of components from the Infill Incentive District, but it is 
not geographically based.  It is associated with older buildings, not 
necessarily a historic building, and particularly if a building is vacant 
for more than 30 months it would be eligible for this program which 
provides certain fee waivers in addition to regulatory fee waivers. 
 

• Working on incentives for water infrastructure. 
 

e) Current items of interest 
 

• A half-cent sales tax, for a period of five years, discussion to occur at 

No action taken. 
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the next Mayor & Council meeting.  Staff suggestion to Mayor & 
Council will be a split 60/40: 60% for public safety and 40% for roads; 
within the 40% for roads, 65% for arterials and 35% for neighborhood 
streets.  These suggestions may change.   
 

• Transit/Walkability:  Prop 409 Bonds were curb to curb; language to be 
restructured to allow for pedestrian amenities.    

 
• Nicole Ewing-Gavin retired.  Lynn Birkinbine is the acting Director at 

Planning and Development Services.  Clayton Trevilian serving as the 
interim Deputy Director.  A search is underway for a permanent 
Director. 

 
• Ryan Anderson is no longer with the Mayor’s office and he is now in 

the Planning & Development Services office. 
 

5.  Request for resolution to grant Preliminary  Approval to the issuance of  The 
Industrial Development Authority of the City of Tucson, Arizona Multifamily 
Housing Revenue  Bonds (Catalina Village Assisted Living Apartments Project), 
Series 2017 to be issued in 1 or more tax-exempt and/or taxable series in an 
aggregate principal amount not to exceed $7,000,000 the proceeds of which will be 
lent to  Copper Health Holdings, LP or its affiliate in order to finance the 
acquisition, rehabilitation, equipping and operation of the 107 unit property 
generally located at 5324 E. 1st Street, Tucson, Arizona 85711 and to authorize 
Kutak Rock LLP to serve as Bond Counsel. 
 
 
C. Lotzar reviewed the application received.  Borrower is Copper Health Holdings LP or 
its affiliate.  It was noted that Bond Lawyer numbers are almost always rounded up to the 
nearest million.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that the form of Resolution presented authorizes the Borrower to pursue 
an Allocation of Private Activity Bond (“PAB”) to try and do the transaction up to 
$7,000,000.  The PAB Allocation does not give the Borrower right to sell the Bonds or 
improve the credit worthiness to the Bonds.  Rather a PAB Allocation simply gives the 
right to pursue the issuance of the Bonds on a tax-exempt basis.  Without the PAB 
Allocation, the Bonds cannot be sold on a tax-exempt basis.  Mr. Lotzar stated that the 
reason it is important to sell these Bonds on a tax-exempt basis is that the Borrower’s 
ambition is to use the 4% Low - Income Housing Tax Credit (“LIHTC ”) to infuse equity 
into the Project.   
 
Mr. Lotzar reviewed the Summary of Financing, which include the history of this Project.  
There have been a number of iterations of this Project, the first being in 1999; which was 
done without LIHTCs.   
 
The then owner of the Project very quickly realized they needed the equity from the 
syndication of sale of LIHTCs; which resulted in the 2000 transaction.   
 
The Project then struggled from 2001 to 2013.  In 2013 a debt restructuring was made 
possible by the issuance of taxable and tax-exempt bonds from the Authority to enable 
them to take out the LITHC Limited Partner. 
 
In every tax credit transaction there are 2 different periods that are significant: 
 

• The first period is from year 1 of being Placed - in -Service date through year 15; 
which is known as the “Compliance Period.”  
 

• The second 15 year period is known as the “Extended Use Period.” 
 

A MOTION  was made and 
seconded (E. Nottingham / E. 
Martinez) to approve the granting 
Preliminary Approval to the 
issuance of The Industrial 
Development Authority of the 
City of Tucson, Arizona 
Multifamily Housing Revenue 
Bonds (Catalina Village Assisted 
Living Apartments Project), 
Series 2017 based on the terms of 
the written Resolution presented. 
Approved 5-0 
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In 2017, the Project has an Operator coming in with ambition to take ownership and 
buyout the folks that recapitalized the Project in 2013.   
 
The intent is to continue to operate the Project in a manner substantially similar to the way 
it is current operations.   
 
It was noted that at this point in time, no bond investor or equity investor have been 
identified.  The Project will move forward as financing becomes available. 
 
Discussion ensued regarding the balloon payment due in 3 years, which is due to a 
structuring issue.   
 
6. Status report related to potential issuance of The Industrial Development 
Authority of the City of Tucson, Arizona Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 
Series 2017 and request for resolution authorizing a Preliminary Non-Binding 
Underwriting Agreement with George K. Baum & Company, Inc. 
 
C. Lotzar welcomed S. Riffle of the investment banking firm, George K. Baum & 
Company, Inc., who was in attendance at the meeting. 
 
C. Lotzar reviewed the Preliminary Non-Binding Underwriting Agreement (the 
“Agreement”).  Mr. Lotzar explained that this is part of our new world to make sure the 
bond issuers, like the Authority, understand that investment bankers, like George K. 
Baum & Company, Inc., are on opposite sides of the trade.  The Agreement is giving 
notice that George K. Baum & Company, Inc. assist in the Authority’s single family 
programs as the financial party; so long as it’s understood that the Authority is on the 
other side of the trade from George K. Baum & Company, Inc. if there is a bond issue; 
which is underwritten or privately placed by George K. Baum & Company, Inc.  
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that recently there is a lot of movement in the various interest rate 
markets especially the mortgage market which ticked up quite a bit in advance of the 
Federal Open Market Committee action.  It is expected that there will be additional 
volatility; which will have an effect on the Authority’s various transactions, some positive 
and some negative.  For the short term it is fair to assume that it will make the hedging 
done by George K. Baum & Company, Inc. for the Pima Tucson Homebuyer’s Solution 
(“PTHS”) and Tucson Pathway to Purchase (“P2P”) programs will be more difficult 
during volatile time frame; has an effect on the Backend Revenue. 
 
S. Riffle stated that the Agreement is a requirement of the new regulatory environment 
part of Dodd Frank.  It allows Mr. Riffle to present ideas as it relates to a bond issue as the 
market gets closer.  Due to market volatile and straight up movement post-election, there 
may be an opportunity to look at a mortgage revenue bond, if it continues to normalize.  It 
was noted that the delivery system that is still most effective is the TBA program.     
 

A MOTION was made and 
seconded (E. Nottingham / E. 
Martinez) to approve resolution 
authorizing a Preliminary Non-
Binding Underwriting Agreement 
with George K. Baum & 
Company, Inc.  Approved 5-0. 
 

7. Status report related to the affairs of Dark Mountain Development Corporation 
and request for resolution related to any actions related thereto. 
 
At the last meeting, Mr. Bachman stated that Primavera Foundation is entering into a 
planning process, in the City of South Tucson, Arizona that could impact properties 
available (i.e. the Greyhound Park) and could present an opportunity for the Authority to 
participate.  The Authority may wish to consider the geography as it relates to other 
jurisdictions to include the City of South Tucson, Arizona.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that the only restriction regarding jurisdiction pertains to single family 
and multifamily housing projects.   
 

No action taken. 

8. Status report and recommendation of the Loan Review Committee regarding a 
request from Nonprofit Loan Fund of Tucson and Southern Arizona to modify 
existing loan terms and request for resolution for all actions related thereto. 
 

A MOTION  was made and 
seconded (G. Bachman / E. 
Nottingham) to accept the 
recommendation of the Loan 
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E. Martinez reported that the Loan Review Committee met on Wednesday, December 
14, 2016 to review the loan request from the Nonprofit Loan Fund of Tucson and 
Southern Arizona (“NPLF”).  After reviewing review and discussion, the Loan Review 
Committee recommends leaving the loan terms as is.  It was noted that the NPLF is 
scheduled to present to the Authority in February 2017 and at that time, depending on 
NPLFs situation, the Authority would consider a new loan request provided the existing 
loan is paid off.  Additional comments: 
 

• G. Bachman noted that the terms of the existing loan are pretty liberal and stated 
that those terms are not onerous in any way. 
   

• G. Molenda stated that Business Development Finance Corporation (“BDFC”), 
who services the IDA loans, does not have the infrastructure to manage lines of 
credit.   
 

• K. Valdez stated that the NPLF has applied to become a Community 
Development Financial Institution (“CDFI ”) to which they stated they should 
know if they are accepted by February 2017.  If they are approved, then their 
situation will change and therefore may wish to submit a new request to 
accommodate their needs.  
 

It was the consensus of the Authority to accept the recommendation of the Loan Review 
Committee. 
 

Review Committee to continue 
the relationship with NPLF and 
maintain the terms of the existing 
loan as is. Approved 5-0. 

9. Request for resolution approving the Authority’s audited financial statements for 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016 as prepared by the Authority’s auditors Roberts 
Alexonis Group. 
 
G. Molenda reviewed the audited statements as prepared by roberts alexonis group.  The 
basic financial statements include:  
 
1) Statements of Net Position - Enterprise Funds;  
2) Statements of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position - Enterprise Funds;  
3) Statements of Cash Flows - Enterprise Funds; and  
4) Notes to Financial Statements.   
 
Mr. Molenda stated that the purpose of the audit is to determine financial statements free 
of material misstatement.  The one major exception is based on the fact that the Auditors 
did not attempt to confirm the outstanding balance of the outstanding bond obligations 
(conduit debt).  Mr. Molenda stated that the conduit debt is not relevant as it is not a direct 
repayment obligation of the Authority.  
 
As in past years, there is a 2 page report containing the Independent Auditor’s Report and 
Management Summary and explains the difference between operating versus non-
operating activity.   
 
Mr. Molenda reviewed each statement noting that the Authority’s net position increased 
7.65% from the prior year.  This increase can be attributed to continued growth in: 
 

1. Non-operating revenues associated with the operation of the parking lots.   
2. Operating revenues increased due to the continued growth in volume of the Pima 

Tucson Homebuyer Solution Program (“PTHS”).   
 
Operating expenses increased due in part to: 
 

1. The administration of the PTHS Program, 
2. The establishment of the “Tucson P2P Program” also known as the “Pathway 

to Purchase Program,”  
3. The write-off of a loan made to an unsuccessful business in the downtown 

Tucson area, and  

A MOTION was made and 
seconded (E. Martinez / G. 
Bachman) to approve the 
Authority’s audited financial 
statements for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 3016 as prepared 
by the Auditors.  Approved 5-0. 
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4. The expenses incurred for determining the potential sale of Block 175.   
 

It was noted that all of the current year’s revenues and expenses are taken into account 
when earned or incurred, regardless of when cash is received or paid.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that assets are understated as it does not include any of the value: 
 

1. Embedded in the PTHS Program 
2. Embedded in the Tucson P2P Program,  
3. The 2nd Mortgage Loans from the Joint Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 

Series 2006,  and 
4. The 2nd Mortgage Loans from the Joint Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 

Series 2007.   
 
10. Status report and recommendation of the Executive Committee regarding 
Agreements between the Authority  and (a) the Authority’s general counsel, (b) the 
Authority’s Advisor, (c) the Authority’s parking lo t Manager, and request for 
resolution for any action related thereto. 
 
M. Robinson reported that the Executive Committee met on November 18, 2016 to 
review contracts that are currently operating on a month to month basis.  It is the 
recommendation of the Executive Committee to approve the Fiscal Year 16-17 contracts 
retroactively.   
 
Ms. Robinson stated that there have been discussions at the Authority’s Regular Meetings 
regarding review of existing contracts and possibly issuing new Request for Proposals 
(“RFP”) for the various services provided to the Authority.  Suggestion was to pick one 
each year if the Authority wants to perform an in-depth review in analyzing services and 
what is working and what is not, in addition to considering issuing a new RFP for 
services. 
 
It was noted that the Committee recommends re-visiting the option to hire additional 
contract staff such as a Business Development Officer; this is to be reviewed at the Board 
Retreat in January 2017.  The Executive Committee is to come up with a draft project 
description to be reviewed at the Board Retreat.  In consideration of this, the Committee 
will review 1 contract every 2 months so that by June 30th the review is complete; 
review will include any desired change in services for each contract.   
 
Changes to existing contracts include: 
 
 BDFC Advisor Services, LLC 
 

• Minor change to prior FY16-17 contact relating to compensation; increase 
annual maximum of not to exceed $155,000 from $140,000.  This requested 
change accounts for the increase in workload pertaining to the Tucson Pathway 
to Purchase Program (“Tucson P2P Program”) and the added Committee 
meetings.   
 

• M. Robinson commented that because Tucson P2P Program is in addition to 
rather than replacing of the Pima Tucson Homebuyer’s Solution (“PTHS”) 
Program.  The workload has been drastically increased in addition to the activity 
regarding Block 175.  It was noted that K. Valdez serves as “Point of Contact” 
for both Tucson IDA and Pima IDA in addition to marketing both the PTHS 
Program and the Tucson P2P Program.  After Frank Valenzuela retired from 
CIC, the Pima IDA has not designated another representative to assist in (a) 
marketing the program or (b) answering questions from ADOH, eHousingPlus, 
homebuyers, realtors, lenders, and the like. 
 

  Lotzar Law Firm, P.C. 
 

A MOTION  was made and 
seconded (E. Martinez / E. 
Nottingham) to approve the 
recommendation of the Executive 
Committee to approve each of the 
FY16-17 contracts retroactively.  
Approved 5-0. 
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• No changes to the Engagement Letter with the exception of the dates.  The law 
firm’s rates have remained generally unchanged for a number of years.   

 
Pueblo Parking Systems, LLC (“PPS”) 
 

• Changes to the FY16-17 Agreement for Management Services are as follows: 
 

� Increase in wages of monitors due to the increase in minimum wage 
pursuant to the enacted legislation, which will go into effect as of 
January 1, 2017.   
 

� Management Fee is proposed to be paid at 5% of gross income on 
each lot.  With this change, management fee should remain about 
the same for Block 175; approximate $300 increase for 
Stone/Council. 

 
� Increase in the accounting fees to $750 for Block 175 and $350 for 

Stone/Council for a total of $1,100 for the 2 lots combined.  This is 
also due to the change in the minimum wage rate.   

 
• The Committee is recommending that PPS report to the Authority on a quarterly 

basis at the Authority’s Regular Meetings. 
 
11. Staff Reports: 
 
K. Valdez provided status on the following: 
 
Monthly Staff Report for the month ending November 30, 2016. 
 

a.     General Operations of the Authority: 
 
i. Parking Lot Financial Statements prepared by Pueblo Parking 

Systems, LLC (“PPS”). Reviewed reports as prepared and provided by 
PPS.   
 

ii.  Bond Borrower’s payment of Administrative Fees.  Fees as of 
November 30, 2016 are current.   
 

iii.  Cash Management.  Reviewed interest bearing and non-interest 
bearing accounts; account balances less existing commitments and 
recommended reserves for an estimate funds available.   
 

iv. Loan Servicing.  All loans current with the exception of William 
Precedence II dba Planet Smoothie.  Provided servicing updates 
pertaining to Planet Smoothie.   
 

v. Loan Origination. One loan pending for the Nonprofit Loan Fund of 
Tucson and Southern Arizona (“NPLF”) - NPLF has taken 2 draws in 
the amount of $50,000 each leaving a balance to be drawn of $50,000. 
 

vi. 450 N. Main Street.  First half property taxes were paid.  The annual 
roof inspection/warranty was completed by Skytek November 23, 2016 
although the warranty expired December 20, 2015.  Skytek will be 
providing a bid to reseal the roof.   

 
 
 
 

 

No action taken.  
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b. Legislation updates: 
 

i. Federal legislation – Management Contract 
Revenue Procedure 2016-44.  

 
ii.  Arizona legislation – Arizona Town Hall 

“Financing Arizona’s Future” – November 13-16, 
2016. 

 
c. Outstanding Single Family Programs: 

 
i. Mortgage Revenue Programs that have completed the 

Origination Period - Series 2007A (Joint) - $23,400,000 - 1st 
Mortgage Loan Interest Rate 5.69% - Final Redemption of 
Senior Bonds July 28, 2014– CUSIP No. 89873QAE9  
Subordinate (approximately $236,000 - 7% 2nd Mortgage 
Loans are current and tied to Subordinate Bonds of 
approximately $55,000) – Complete redemption scheduled 
for January 1, 2017. 

 
• The Joint Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, Series 

2007 have been redeemed in-full.  There is $287,000 in 2nd 
loans outstanding of which $220,000 is current.  These 
loans were serviced by Bank of America.  The IDAs have 
since given the power to Community Investment 
Corporation (“CIC ”) to collect the funds from Bank of 
America as the Master Servicer.   

 
ii.  Mortgage Credit Certificate Program that is in the 

Origination Period – 2014 in the amount of $5,000,000 
formed on January 2, 2014 – Origination Period expires 
December 31, 2016. 

 
• 47 MCCs have been issued as of November 30, 2016; 2 

pending will issue by yearend December 31, 2016.  The 
Program is considered fully originated at $5,916,806 with 
a remaining balance of $43,977; which is too small for a 
single house. 

 
iii.  $40,000,000 The Industrial Development Authority of the 

County of Pima and The Industrial Development Authority 
of the City of Tucson, Arizona Revolving Taxable Single 
Family Mortgage Loan Program of 2012 (the 
“Pima/Tucson Homebuyers Solution Program” or “PTHS 
Program”) - commenced on December 17, 2012 and unless 
extended expires on December 31, 2020 – more than 
$338,513,000 in mortgage-backed securities sold with more 
than $13,500,000 of down payment assistance granted to 
homebuyers. 

• Loan count since inception through November 30, 2016 is 
2,981 with a total loan amount of $399,385,119.78. 
 

• Mr. Lotzar stated that the IDAs should receive a wire of 
$350,000 each tomorrow (December 16, 2017). 

 
iv. $200,000,000 The Industrial Development Authority of the 

City of Tucson, Arizona The Industrial Development 
Authority of the County of Pima Tucson P2P Program (the 
“Tucson P2P Program”) - commenced on July 18, 2016 and 
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unless extended expires on December 31, 2020 – more than 
$34,422,000.00 in mortgage-backed securities sold (1st sales 
in October 2016) with more than $3,000,000.00 of down 
payment assistance granted to homebuyers and over 
$404,000 deposited into the Tucson Rapid Rehousing Fund. 

 
• Loan count since inception (July 18, 2016) through 

November 30, 2016 is 864 with a total loan amount of 
$119,917,037. 
 

• Mr. Lotzar stated that there were 88 loans that were Table 
Funded by CIC and all amounts advanced by CIC have 
been reimbursed by ADOH. 

 
• Tucson Rapid Rehousing Fund - There is approximately 

$880,000 already available for use. 
 

C. Lotzar reported that eHousingPlus has received a 2nd Subpoena from the United States 
Department of Housing & Urban Development’s (“HUD”) Office of Inspector General 
(“OIG ”) .   
 
Mr. Lotzar has discussed this with Linda Davis, Counsel for eHousingPlus and noted that 
pursuant to the direction from the Tucson IDA and Pima IDA, eHousingPlus has not 
produced any documents at any time pertaining to the PTHS program in response to the 
1st Subpoena.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that he wrote a note with a similar response directing eHousingPlus to 
provide only what is required by the agreement with the 2 IDAs and the law.   
 
M. Robinson stated that per the e-mail she received, the Tucson IDA and Pima IDAs is 
the only Housing Finance Agency (“HFA ”) of the 26 that have responded (out of 40 
requested) of that has objected to providing the requested information and noted that the 
deadline to respond in December 19, 2016.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that NOVA Home Loans spent over $1,000,000 of their own funds 
fighting this issue and NOVA Home Loans was vindicated.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that there are 2 sides of HUD:  
 

(a) The traditional HUD Office, and 
(b)   The OIG. 

 
The issue has gone through the administrative review process established by HUD and 
that the OIG has lost on every single issue related to HFA’s TBA Programs. 
 
Mr. Lotzar said that from his vantage point, there is no reason for the OIG to go back to a 
granular level review of every HFA TBA Programs, loan by loan, for every loan across 
the country to find information that says the HFAs and the lenders complied with the law 
established by HUD’s administrative process.   
 
L. Lucero stated that the fact that Nova was challenged and was vindicated should be an 
example of what the appropriate response was and agrees with points made by Mr. Lotzar.   
 
Discussion ensued and the following questions were asked as a basis for the objection: 
 

• E. Nottingham - Is the information being requested information that is to be 
protected? 

• M. Robinson - Do the program documents make a legal commitment to not 
release Borrower information?  C. Lotzar said no. 
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E. Nottingham stated that if a follow up Subpoena is received, then the Authority should 
reconsider.   
 
Mr. Lotzar stated that the 1st Subpoena was withdrawn.  The 2nd Subpoena requests even 
more detail. 
 
G. Bachman stated that if there is no consequence for saying no right now, then he is 
comfortable for the decision at this point and it was the consensus of the Authority to 
agree with Mr. Lotzar. 
 
12.  Status Report related to the potential sale, development, construction, equipping and 
operation of a mixed-use project on Block 175 and request for resolution related thereto.  
Pursuant to Arizona Revised Statutes Section 38-431.03(A)(1)(3) and/or (4), the 
Authority may vote to recess and meet in Executive Session for the purpose of 
discussion or consultation with and to provide direction to the Authority’s legal counsel 
in connection with this item.  Any action taken by the Authority regarding this matter 
will be taken in open meeting session (either at this meeting or at a later date) after the 
adjournment of the Executive Session.  
 
C. Lotzar stated that on Friday,  December 2, 2016 a letter was sent to Brian Swanton of 
the Gorman & Company, Inc., and there has been no response to that letter to date other 
than the Gorman Group will review and respond.  The Gorman Group has been given 
until May 31, 2017 to respond.  
 
E. Nottingham stated that as part of the discussion, the Authority will ask Rio Nuevo if 
they are going to expand the Rio Nuevo District.  L. Lucero stated that Rio Nuevo is not 
intending to expand the District to include Block 175 as their focus is Broadway.  It was 
noted that the Rio Nuevo District already positioned what they want with the new 
leadership at the Legislature.   
 

No action taken.  
 
 

13. President’s Report:  Brief Summary of current events, including items brought 
to the President’s attention or matters that required handling by the President since 
the last meeting. 
 

• Board Retreat to be held Thursday, January 12, 2016 at the Arizona Inn   
   Flandrau House - noon to 5:00 p.m. 
• The 2017 NALHFA Annual Conference will occur on April 26- 29, 2017 at  
   the Park Central Hotel in San Francisco, California. 
 

The Mayor’s effort to increase homeownership in the City of Tucson continues.  There are 
16 neighborhoods that have compiled a list of properties: vacant, for sale, or difficult 
rental properties. 

 
•••• The original idea had been to communicate with Real Estate Agents to look at 

how they might bring houses into the market to make available to 
homebuyers; 
 

•••• Mayor had a relationship with the Director of Tucson Association of Realtors 
(“TAR ”), however the Director is no longer at TAR; and 

 
•••• Employer Assisted Housing Program - the original person working on this is 

program has left the position. 
 
Therefore, there is no longer a relationship at TAR.  The concern is how to get this list, 
created by the neighborhoods, out.   
 
G. Bachman stated it is an unfunded program with no center.  It was noted that rental 
properties surrounding the University of Arizona make money and until that dynamic 
changes, the rentals will exist.  

No action taken. 
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14. Call to the audience 
There was no one in the audience who wished to address the Authority. 

No action taken. 

15. Adjourn A MOTION  was made and 
seconded (E. Martinez / G. 
Bachman) to adjourn the meeting 
at 5:12 p.m.  Approved 6-0. 

Submitted by:     Approved by: 
Karen J. Valdez      Marilyn Robinson, President 
Business Development Finance Corporation The Industrial Development Authority of the  
      City of Tucson, Arizona 


